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Chapter 1. Introduction and Motivation
According to the Center for Disease Control (CDC), 22% of the adults in the U.S. have
some sort of disability[2]. And, as people get older, the chances they will have to live with a
disability increases. Disabilities associated with getting older include reduced vision and
hearing, motor skills, and cognition. Rehabilitation helps, but can be an expensive process,
and in some cases, time consuming. This is especially true when a patient lives far away from
the clinic where they get their therapy.
The goal of our research is to improve the process of rehabilitation. Even though the
current tools and technologies are meeting the requirements of clinical use, there is a lot of
room for improvement. Improving the tools used in therapy can help reduce costs and save
time for the patient and the therapist by giving valuable insight into the progress of the
therapeutic process. Combining therapeutic tools with cognitive tools, such as machine
learning, can assist a therapist determine and predict functional ability and help patients keep
track of their progress.
In rehabilitation, clinical and functional assessments are two different outcome
measures used to assess the motor skills of a patient. Clinical measurements are made with
instruments such as a goniometer for flexion and extension, a Jamar hand dynamometer for
grip strength, a BL gauge for pinch strength and other specially-designed devices. Functional
measurements assess a patient's ability to do work in everyday life. Ideally, clinical
measurements should predict how well a patient will do in functional measurements with the
right instruments and methods. Predicting functional measurements may help the therapist
by making changes to the training regimen for their patients to improve their clinical scores
to gauge their functional ability.
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Figure 1: Research in the area of IOMs is in its infancy. The critical elements in IOM design are illustrated.

The long-term goal for Instrumented Outcome Measures (IOM) development is to use
the captured clinical data in analytics to predict a functional score (Figure 1). The process
starts by selecting what type of measure (grip, flexion/extension, balance, walk, etc.) to be
predicted or categorized as Normal or Not Normal/Condition. Then determining the type of
sensor that will facilitate the measurements and the placement of sensors. The performance
observed for functional measure is determined from the time varying signals recorded for
each task (gripping, flexion, extension, gait, etc.) either from collected data or derived from
the collected measure.
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Dr.Conti’s Active Reach and Manipulation (ARM) Lab here at Wayne State University,
has researched different therapeutic devices and methods [3]. There, a preliminary study was
done [1] to determine if the Vernier hand dynamometer a viable equivalent to Jamar hand
dynamometers. From Figure 1, certain determined clinical needs for IOM such as tracking
tasks was found to be satisfied from the preliminary studies. Therefore, in this research, hand
grip is used as a measure to categorize the disability as condition or no condition.
1.1

Clinical Measures
Current rehabilitation assessment tools measure range of motion for movement

limitations, force for force deficits, and incoordination for manipulative skills. Current tools
include goniometers, hydraulic dynamometers and pinch gauges, standardized coordination
tests, and a standardized handwriting assessment. Force is measured in pounds. The
dynamometer dial has a resolution of ten pounds, while the pinch gauge has a resolution of
five pounds. Basically, clinical measures are gross measurements of strength and range of
motion.
1.2

Functional Measures
While clinical measurements are made with a hand dynamometer and other specially-

designed devices, and measure individual force components such as maximum grip, functional
measurements assess the actual ability to do everyday tasks. Table 1 presents a sample of
functional assessments and measures for the upper extremity.

The most important

measurements are hand grip force and coordinated grip force modulation.
The long-term goal for IOM development is to use the captured clinical data in analytics
to predict a functional score. For example, using Table 1, the IOM would process the collected
data to provide a Chedoke Arm and Hand Activity Inventory (CAHAI) score. While this longterm goal is beyond the scope of this research, the results of this research will provide the
groundwork for the next stage of IOM design and development.
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Functional
Assessments

Chedoke Arm and Hand
Activity Inventory
(CAHAI): Score Form
The Arthritis Hand
Function Test
(AHFT)

The Grip Ability Test
(GAT)
Jebsen Test of Hand
Function (JFHT)

Example Tasks
Open jar of coffee
Draw a line with a ruler
Pour a glass of water
Do up five buttons
Put toothpaste on toothbrush
The items include:
Pegboard dexterity
Lacing a shoe
Tying a bow,
Fastening/unfastening 4
buttons,
Fastening/unfastening 2
safety pins,
Cutting putty with a knife
Putting a sock over one
hand, Putting a paper clip on
an envelope
Pouring water from a jug.
Tasks are representative of
various
hand activities such as
writing, turning pages,
feeding and picking up small,
large, light, and heavy
objects.

Task
Scale
Requirements*

Hand grip force,
pinch force and
coordinated grip
force modulation.

Subjective
Likert Scale
(7 point)

Hand grip force,
pinch force and
coordinated grip
force modulation

Grip, pinch
force in
pounds.
Others tasks
are timed.

Hand grip force,
pinch force and
coordinated grip
force modulation
Hand grip force,
pinch force and
coordinated grip
force modulation

Number of
seconds to
Complete.
Scales for all
items are
times
in seconds.

*These measures assume the person is cognitively able to follow directions and perform the test.

Table 1: Standard Functional Assessment Tests.
necessary component of all these tests.

1.3

Hand grip force and coordinated grip force modulation are a

Motivation
The way to improve correlation between clinical and functional measures is with IOM.

IOM for rehabilitation is still in its infancy, but by using the right clinical measures, therapists
should be able to predict the results of functional measures. IOM may help in reducing the
inter-rater and intra-rater reliability issues that may arise during functional measure [4].
Since functional measures are subjective, IOM can help in quantifying the observations which
can improve the accuracy of functional measures.
But, there are missing elements in the IOM design process that needs some focus. The
instruments that clinicians use for clinical measures today provide only a selected single
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measurement, such as maximum force or maximum range of motion, but with instrumented
tools, clinicians can measure the entire movement profile. Instrumented tools work like
traditional tools, but can continuously record or stream measurement data for later analysis
by a therapist with the help of some software tools.
Novel ways to use off-the-shelf products as an instrumented tool were studied by the
ARM Lab here at Wayne State University [1, 3]. From the continuous data recorded using an
instrumented tool, the researchers can extract data markers needed to determine patient
progress during rehabilitation such as kinematic features of force development. Research in
specifying the type of information from a continuously recorded signal to be data markers
needs some more work and can be considered as one of the missing elements towards
completing IOM process which is illustrated in the highlighted region in Figure 1.
1.4

Dissertation Outline
The outline of the remainder of this dissertation is as follows:

Chapter 2: presents the background on grip force and its study in literature, its importance
and why grip force was used in this study. It covers some preliminary work done with grip
force and the hand dynamometer used in this study.
Chapter 3: discusses the experiment setup and data collection protocol.
Chapter 4: discusses data markers and how they are identified and extracted from the
recorded signals.
Chapter 5: shows the results of the experiments and how some data markers play an
important role as a way to distinguish between ability and disability. It also discusses how we
used machine learning to classify the markers.
Chapter 6: summarizes the research contribution and limitations and give some suggestions
for future work.
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Chapter 2.
2.1

Background

Grip Force in Literature
Grip force is measured by holding a measurement instrument in the palm and closing

the fingers around it as tightly as possible. The instrument measure how much force a patient
can apply. Post-injury, patients are tested with pinch gauges and hand dynamometers to
assess hand grip strength [5]. The data recorded is the maximum force applied by the patient.
24% of our everyday activity is bilateral hand use [6]. Bilateral hand use is often a
combination of simultaneous pinch and grip actions in complex configurations [7, 8]. Most
daily tasks do not require maximum grip force, but some sub-maximum force [9].
Research studies that have collected time-varying force data have used custom
devices rather than clinical or off-the-shelf devices [10]. Using just maximum force data,
various relationship between grip strength and physiological characteristics have been
studied. A few custom-designed hand dynamometers have been used to study time-varying
grip patterns. One study was able to correlate between maximum grip strength and related
indices with a patient's ability to perform daily activities independently [11] where custom
modifications were done to a force gauge to conduct the study. Another study used a hand
dynamometer with Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) to study the grasping strategies and
functions in hemiparetic patients. This study gives a detailed insight into grasp characteristics
[12].
A patient's maximum grip force deteriorate with age. This deterioration occurs for a
variety of reasons, including motor unit changes with healthy aging, increasing occurrence of
arthritis, stroke, and other neurological and orthopedic diseases [13-15]. Deterioration due
to the progressive loss of small motor units affects the overall grip strength [16, 17]. There
is a difference in maximum grip strength between dominant and non-dominant hand and the
right hand of most right hand dominants are 10% stronger than the left hand [18].
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Many studies using hand dynamometers have been conducted that explore the
relationship between hand grip strength and age and gender [19-22]. Hand grip strength can
also be an indicator of underlying conditions such as neurological, musculoskeletal and even
malnutrition [23, 24]. Studies have used hand grip to successfully predict future outcomes of
disability in aging adults [25], and those predictions can then be used in clinical intervention.
All of these studies use maximum grip strength as a key parameter to evaluate participants
even though less than maximum force is used in everyday tasks.
Most research studies that have collected time-varying force data have used custom
devices rather than clinical or off-the-shelf devices. In one experiment [26], a force control
deficit was shown in grip release in people with stroke compared to adults without stroke and
healthy young adults. The two studies about to be discussed and illustrated in [Figure 2-4]
used a custom data acquisition system developed to Dr.Conti’s specifications by the
Engineering Department at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor [27]. While the custom
device provides the requisite data, it is not commercially available and so is not feasible for
use in this project. Two examples illustrate the richness of time-varying data [Figure 2-4].

Figure 2: Maximum grip force patterns by a person with Huntington's disease (before administration of
Tetrabenazine) [27]
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These examples of grip force patterns illustrate the potential for making clinical
decisions using time-varying data that will be beneficial for clinical intervention and for drug
intervention studies. Figure 2 shows data from three trials of maximum grip force by a person
with Huntington's Disease. Note the high movement variability (approximately 100 N) within
a short duration (about 2 s) during attempts to maintain a steady grip force. This movement
variability is typical of Huntington Disease.
The data was collected before the patient was given the drug Tetrabenazine.
Tetrabenazine is used for the symptomatic treatment of hyper-kinetic movement disorders
like Huntington's Disease.

Figure 3: Maximum grip force patterns the same person as in Figure 1, after the administration of Tetrabenazine
[27]

Figure 3 shows the test results after the patient was given Tetrabenazine. The person
shows slightly decreased overall force, but much less chorea, with a variance of about 50N or
less. In this example, the visual difference of a time-varying signal can be used to evaluate
the efficacy of Tetrabenazine to treat Huntington’s disease. This change in signal pattern can
be detected by sensors and recognized by appropriate analytics.
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Another example, shown in Figure 4, compares the time varying signals of maximum
grip force between a healthy 78 year old female in the United States with a 68 years old
malnourished South African female[1].

Figure 4: Maximum grip force between a 78 years old healthy female in the United States versus a 68-year-old
malnourished South African female [27]

The healthy individual (on the left) was able to hold a steady grip while the malnourished
individual was unable to maintain grip strength over the five-second recording period. This
inability to maintain grip force and other force kinematics such as grip formation, grip
maintenance and grip release are anecdotally correlated to poor quality handwriting and fine
coordination deficits [28-30]. Such dramatic changes in the signal patterns can help inform
the design of analytics for decision-making, and weakness that affects other functional tasks.
Targeted research could potentially quantify functional measures associated with this type of
grip weakness, thereby providing the analytical capability for an IOM.
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2.2

Hand Dynamometer
This section will discuss the Vernier hand dynamometer and its role as a representative

of a much broader class of evolving digital integrated signal detection and data analysis
devices. The rationale for use of hand grip force will be presented.
The clinical tools currently used are not adequate for the evolving clinical needs in
rehabilitation therapy. The potential use of IOM devices is particularly promising in
rehabilitation medicine and this research is on the cutting edge of these changes. Several
criteria were developed for devices to be used in this research. First, the device needs to be
commercially available, so that clinical adoption and application can be immediate. Second,
the device needs to provide a time-varying signal, so that we could record grip force rise,
maintenance and release. This data has been shown to be useful to the researcher and is
expected to be similarly useful to the clinician [11, 12].
Hand dynamometers are easy to use, have consistent and acceptable accuracy,
provided annual calibration occurs, and trained clinicians can interpret the results with
acceptable interpersonal and interrater reliability [1, 31]. The Jamar hand dynamometer is
the most commonly used dynamometer in rehabilitation. The Jamar hand dynamometer
provides the maximum grip force at any time during each trial, but it does not provide a timevarying signal. Figure 5 shows a person gripping the Jamar hand dynamometer.
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Figure 5: Jamar Hand dynamometer to measure grip force

Another instrument used in rehabilitation is the Biometrics E-LINK by Deltason. The ELink is a commercially available, comprehensive system for exercise and measurement of grip
force and other upper extremity movements. Currently, Deltason does not provide access to
raw force data via a Software Development Kit (SDK), nor does it provide a method to
download data. Therefore, the Biometrics E-LINK also does not meet the device criteria for
this study.
The Vernier hand dynamometer was designed initially as an educational and research
device.

It was tested by the Active Reach and Manipulation (ARM) Lab team and found

suitable for clinical applications. A preliminary study [2] done at the ARM Lab, comparing the
Vernier to the Jamar hand dynamometer (the current clinical standard) and found it performed
as well as the Jamar dynamometer while providing a time-varying force signal as opposed to
just a maximum force reading.
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Despite the increased data available, the Vernier dynamometer costs less than that of
the Jamar dynamometer. The typical cost of a Jamar hand dynamometer is about $365 (),
while the Vernier tool including the GoLink adapter and SDK, costs less than $200.

Figure 6: Vernier Hand dynamometer

The Vernier dynamometer is representative of a new class of IOM devices that use new
sensor technologies. These instruments are dramatically changing data acquisition and clinical
decision making.

This rapid expansion of IOM development provides the motivation for

seeking to develop a systematic process for IOM design. The Vernier will be used to gather
clinical data, which will be further analyzed as described in the Methods section.
2.3

SDK and Software
Vernier instruments are digital instruments with the same design and functionality as

the clinically used Jamar dynamometer, but they allow data collection of the time-varying
signal. Vernier instruments use a load cell that output an analog voltage. The analog output
is connected to a dongle that converts it to a digital value and sends it to a computer through
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a virtual COM port. The analog output is converted to digital data with a resolution of 12 bits
at a sample rate of more than 200 samples per second at a varying rate by the Vernier SDK.
Compared to traditional hydraulic meters, the Vernier instrument lets clinicians continuously
record the force over time.
2.4

Preliminary Study
Due to the low cost of Vernier hand dynamometer compared to Jamar, a pilot study was

done at the ARM Lab comparing both to see if the Vernier dynamometer was a viable
alternative to Jamar dynamometer in a clinical setting [1]. The study results as shown in
Figure 7 and Figure 8 fit a similar force distribution as shown by other hand grip
standardization studies [32-34].

Figure 7: Maximum force average (lb) of dominant hand (Right) between male and female using Vernier
dynamometer [1]
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Figure 8: Maximum force average (lb) of dominant hand (Right) between male and female using Jamar dynamometer

Both Jamar and Vernier hand dynamometers are accurate, as confirmed using a Mark 10
digital force gauge. But there is a significant difference in measured force between the
instruments. This difference is due to the change in form factor [35-39]. This study uses only
the Vernier hand dynamometer.
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Chapter 3.

Data Collection

Figure 9 is a diagrammatic representation of the essential elements of an IOM design
methodology. As it is evident from the previous sections, the activities shown in the far-left
column of Figure 9 have already been

Figure 9: Research in the area of IOMs is in its infancy. The critical elements in IOM design are illustrated.

accomplished and work is well underway on the data collection and data analysis stage. With
regards to the left column, the determination of needs, the research will target two aspects
of hand grip force measurement:
1. The time-varying maximum voluntary hand grip force
2. The time-varying hand grip force modulation.
These two parameters are critical when performing functional tasks. The focus of this
research is shown by the shaded area of Figure 9. As discussed earlier, the Vernier hand
dynamometer has been studied and selected as the sensor. Significant data collection has
already occurred and will be discussed in more detail in the methods section, as will the data
analysis and model building processes.
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3.1

Participants
As Figure 6 shows there are two major aspects to the research: data collection and data

analysis. The data collection method was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB),
and is attached as Appendix A Data analysis includes descriptive statistics and data
exploration as the first step towards creating training data for the classification / prediction
model building phases of analysis.
Participants: For this study, data was collected from 291 participants. 211 Young adults
between ages 18-30, 32 between ages 31-64 and 48 between ages 65-100.
Interested individuals were asked to respond to a screening questionnaire, which was given
verbally by a testing researcher. The screening questionnaire is attached to this protocol as
Appendix B. Eligible individuals who decided to participate then proceeded with the study.
Inclusion Criteria
For healthy young and old adults: right-handed persons with self-perceived healthy
status and cognitive skills sufficient to follow demonstrations and two-step commands. For
adults with upper-limb dysfunction: right-handed persons with cognitive skills sufficient to
follow demonstrations and two-step commands. Only right-hand dominant participants were
included in this research because left-handed persons have a different brain structure and
function differently than right-handed persons [40].
Exclusion Criteria
For healthy young and old adults: Open wounds on the distal hand, presence of
disease, orthopedic or musculoskeletal disorders affecting the hand, or pain with grasp;
cognitive skills insufficient to follow demonstrations and 2-step commands.
For adults with upper limb dysfunction: Spasticity greater than 2 on the Ashworth scale [41,
42], open wounds on the distal hand, or pain with grasp; cognitive skills insufficient to follow
demonstrations and 2-step commands.
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3.2

Data Collection Protocol
The data collection protocol included both IRB and technical considerations. IRB

considerations include instructions, subject positions, and testing duration. All data were be
de-identified and kept confidential. The technical considerations involve the device used for
collecting data, software design and other human factors for both subject and data collectors.

Figure 10: Screenshot of Data Collection software

This standardized position has been identified by Mathiowetz [13]. The feet were flat
on the floor, and the mouth should be relaxed. A 30 second rest period was provided between
each of the trials, as recommended by Chaffin [43]. As shown in Figure 10, the data collector’s
initial, automatic and incremental subject code, gender, hand dominance, and age is entered.
The field, “Has a Condition”, is used to note that a participant has a condition. The condition
code will be entered into a file which will later be parsed for creating a model. There is a
synchronization button at the bottom right corner of the screen. This button can be used by
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the data collector to upload the collected data to a secure off-site and password-protected
server. The uploaded data is de-identified from start of the test when the participant
information is entered.
After the necessary details are filled in, the next screen (shown in Figure 12) shows
the experiment / data collection buttons. To acclimate the participants to the device and the
experiment, the software has a demonstration feature. The demonstration window on the
right side can be seen by the participant during demonstration runs, and helps the participant
understand what the data collector will be seeing during the actual trials. Three trials each,
for both the right and left hands, were conducted for both the maximum grasp force
experiments and targeted grasp force experiments.
A tone signals the start of both experiments. There is a random delay (1-3 seconds)
before the start tone in order to prevent participants from guessing when the test will start.
These two experiments will be described in detail in the next section. With respect to the data
collection protocol; the instruction for maximum grasp force production will be “when the tone
sounds, increase your grip quickly and smoothly to maximum force and hold it steady until
the second tone.” Participants are asked to hold the maximum grip force for approximately
5 seconds. The 5 second duration helps older participants achieve and maintain their
maximum force comfortably [44].

During the actual maximum force experiment, the

participant will respond to the tones and will not be looking at the screen.
The maximum force experiment is run before the tracking task since the tracking task
requires that we know the maximum force a participant is capable of producing. For the
tracking task, the maximum force level for both hands is 40% of the maximum average force
measured by the maximum force experiment. 40% maximum average is set as a target force
based on a functional study where the force required to open containers in everyday use[45]
was submaximal. And another study where the target was set for 35% to study grip and
release formation in chronic stroke [26] and 40% happens to be close and when trying the
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device during software development, not much of difference in difficulty was noticed between
35% and 40% of maximum average grip force. The goal is to make sure the participants do
not exhaust before end of a trial and 40% average force happens to fit right in.

Figure 11: 40% Tracking experiment

Figure 11 shows the screen presented to the subject for the target tracking task. The
small square (orange) box is the user controlled box that responds to the participant’s grip
force. The larger rectangular (blue) box is called the target box which moves up during the
rise time, stays at the green bar (upper maximum for the target box) during the hold time
and then slowly returns to the start position. These transition times are specified as Rise Time
(4 seconds), Duration of Maintenance Time (3 seconds) and Fall Time (4 seconds). The lower
plot in Figure 9 shows this time course. As the box moves up and down, the pixel value tends
to decrease and then increase. During the preliminary work while building the data collection
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software, after multiple trials it was found 4 seconds rise time – 3 seconds hold time – 4
seconds fall time seemed reasonable to get useful data. The time interval between phases
were selected based on other similar studies [46, 47]. By comparison, a similar study was
conducted to characterize the grip formation in stroke patients [48] where the participants
were given 15 seconds to reach maximum grip strength compared to 40% of average
maximum force used in this study which should be comparable. The goal is to measure the
controlled voluntary muscle contraction at submaximal force and not to exhaust the
participant. Participants were given more than 60 seconds rest to avoid fatigue between trials
[49].
The instructions for targeted grip force production will be to “try and keep the orange
box within the blue target box while you increase and hold your force, and while you return
to the starting position”. The force box will smoothly rise to a maximum force of 40% of the
average maximum for left or right hands as determined from the 6 previous maximum force
trials.

Figure 12: Screenshot of Experiment Two
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Chapter 4.
4.1

Design

Markers and its Importance
As shown in Figures [2-4], the difference in grip patterns between pre-medication and

post-medication can be seen when presented in a visual format by plotting grip force over
time. The challenge is to design an algorithm that can make observations in agreement with
human observers with respect to key aspects of the signal, called markers. These include
start and end of maintenance, maintenance slope, force at the beginning and end of
maintenance and others that are hard to identify. Markers are used by the algorithms to
segment the signal into phases. The identification of markers and signal phases are integral
steps in IOM design.
Points of interest in a time-varying signal used in the IOM process are called markers.
There are two classes of markers: measured and derived. In addition to experiment-related
recorded times; start time and release time, the measured markers identify the maximum
strength and maximum slope of rise time, and the times at which these occur. The derived
markers are the release time, onset time, start time of maintenance, end time of maintenance
and end time of grip.
The data markers, both measurable and derived, as shown in Figure 10, are the key
maximum force response markers. Once these are specified, information can be obtained
regarding signal properties that distinguish each phase.

Such explicit and quantifiable

features of each phase are key to clinical decision making using an IOM. The variability and
subsequent reduction in variability exhibited in the maintenance phase, while visually obvious,
needs to be quantified for algorithmic use in an IOM.

Such quantification requires an

identification of the maintenance phase and then the creation and use of measures that
describe features of the identified phase.
The three different phases: rise, maintenance and release, each contain features that
need to be quantified. Hence in addition to the marker data elements, the research includes
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developing and specifying a collection of derived measures for phase-related signal
characteristics.

Figure 13: Maximum Force experiment- force profile annotated with response markers

4.2

Subject Related Data
There are three major data groups; subject (gender, age, and no condition or a

condition), direct time varying force data as recoded by the Vernier dynamometer and lastly,
indirect data derived from the time-varying data.
Age
Years
Gender
M
Conditions
Yes
Conditions = Yes
Right
Max Force
Lbs

18-30
F
No
A
Left

65<

Both

Right

CTS
Left

Both

---

Table 2: Common data between maximum force and tracking experiments

Table 2 shows subject data. Age has two representations; 1) the subject’s age in years (18,
25, 76, etc.) and 2) one of two age categories that were specified Young Adult (18-30) and
Older Adult (over 65). Gender has two categories, M (male), F (female). The last element is
called Conditions. There are eight common conditions listed in the software as part of the
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data collection. Each condition, such as Arthritis (A) can be associated with the right (R), left
(L), or both (B) hands which will make 24 different options.
The items have a “*” attached, these are termed Markers.

Markers are a unique

feature of the signal that either define or specify essential features of the signal. More will be
said about these in the Maximum Force and Tracking Experiment sections.

Data

Units
Start time*
Time (ms)
Force
lbs Vs Time
Onset time*
Time (ms)
Onset reaction time
Time (ms)
Force start of maintenance
Time (ms)
Force end of maintenance = Start of release phase* Time (ms)
Force finish
Time (ms)
Slope of all phases
lb/sec
(Rise, Maintain and Release)

Determined by
Recorded
Recorded
Change detection
Calculated
Slope
Slope
Change detection
Calculated

Table 3: Common data to maximum and tracking experiments

For both experiments, the designated markers in Table 3 identify the beginning of the
three phases of force: the force rise phase, the force maintenance phase, and the force release
phase. While these signal features are common, they are due to very different experimental
conditions and hence convey different clinical information. In both experiments, the start
time specifies when data starts being collected. Rise phase, maintenance phase and release
phase are three phases in both experiments. The designated markers will be calculated
individually for each of these three phases.
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4.3

Maximum Force
Force Da ta Uni que to Ma xi mum Force

Data
Maximum Force*
Force Maximum Slope*
Force Minimum Slope*
Release Time*

Units
l bs a nd Ti me

Determined
Recorded

l bs /s ec a nd Ti me Ca l cul a ted
l bs /s ec a nd Ti me Ca l cul a ted
Ti me

Recorded

*Des i gna tes Ma rkers for the Ma xi mum Force
Table 4: Data unique to maximum force experiment

For the maximum force experiment, there are four additional measurements (Table 4);
the maximum force reached, the maximum slope of the increasing grip force, the minimum
slope of the grip release phase and the release time. The maximum force attained is simply
the maximum force applied by the subject. Figure 10 shows a typical experiment, including
the markers. During the initial gripping phase, the increasing force time signal will reach a
maximum slope and on the release phase a minimum slope. These values can be determined
along with the time of their occurrence.
4.4

Onset Time, Release Time & Reaction Times (Derived measures)
As shown in Figure 10, the experiment starts with a random delay (0 – 1 second). The

time at the end of the random delay is designated as the experiment start time, and data
acquisition begins at this time. Two seconds later, the start tone is sounded. For both the
maximum force and tracking tasks, there is a reaction time delay before the subject initiates
the grip force. The start of the grip force response is a derived measure identified using
change detection (or change point detection). Change point method used in this study uses
the random delay before the tone to find the average resting force and calculate the standard
deviation. Then, using 10 times the standard deviation as a threshold value, it is used to
specify the conditions which signify the grip initiation. This is the same method used in
Dr.Conti’s dissertation [50]. The time at which these conditions are satisfied is termed the
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onset time. Reaction time is defined as the difference between start tone time and onset
time.
During the maximum force experiment, a second tone sounds at seven seconds, to
signal the subject to release the grip. Change point detection is used to determine the time
of grip release.

Once the grip release time is determined, the release reaction time is

calculated as the time between the release tone time and the grip release time.
4.5

Maintenance Phase (Derived measures)
The maintenance phase begins at the end of the rise phase. By visual observation of

the plotted data (Figure 13), the maintenance phase starts after the rise slope time(s) and
before or possibly at the time when the maximum force occurs. Therefore, the time at which
the maintenance phase starts is a derived measure (calculated from the recorded data by
using the change in the rise slope).
For the end of maintenance marker, the end signal tone (7 second mark) is used. Again,
there is a reaction time before the subject releases grip.

This change occurs after the

maximum force time and before the release slope time. The signal is backtracked from the
complete release time and here again slope is used to identify the end of maintenance. The
maintenance duration is then the time from the end of the rise phase to the start of the
release phase.
4.6

Complete Release (Derived measure)
The time at which the signal returns to baseline determines the complete release time.

It is calculated by using the standard deviation from the 1 second tail end of the experiment
and back tracking using change point identification by looking for 10 times the standard
deviation.
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4.7

Tracking Experiment Force Signals

Data
40% Max Force
Start time
Onset time
Onset reaction time
Target slope
Force rise slope
Target start of maintenance
Force start of maintenance
Maintenance reaction time
Target end of maintenance
Force end of maintenance
Target maintenance slope
Force maintenance slope
Release reaction time
Target release slope
Force release slope
Target finish
Force finish
Variability per phase
Error magnitude
Cumulative error

Units
lbs
Time (ms)
Time (ms)
Time (ms)
lbs/sec
lbs/sec
Time (ms)
Time (ms)
Time (ms)
Time (ms)
Time (ms)
Degrees
Degrees
Time (ms)
Degrees
Degrees
Time (ms)
Time (ms)
Root Mean Square Deviation
Quality of tracking
pixel and lbs
pixel and lbs

Determined by
Calculated
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Calculated
Calculated
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Calculated
Calculated
Recorded
Calculated
Calculated
Recorded
Recorded
Calculated
Calculated
Calculated

Table 5: Data unique to tracking experiment

While Table 3 lists signal elements common to both the maximum grip and tracking
experiments, Table 5 specifies the data unique to the tracking experiment. The tracking
experiment also exhibits three phases. The grip force development phase occurs as the blue
box moves up to the designated peak force value. During the maintenance phase, 3 seconds
duration at 40% of average maximum force, the grip force is controlled to keep the orange
box within the blue box. After 3 seconds, the target box starts moving down, at which time
the subject will have to release the dynamometer slowly to match the movement of the blue
box. The grip force development phase and the release phase each have a duration of 4
seconds.
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The tracking experiment’s data collection software is designed to evaluate the level of
grip control at 40% of the maximum force which was collected during the maximum force
experiment. We know the position of the blue box and the orange box which is recorded with
pixel values to the data file in .csv file format. These pixel data are included in Table 6.
The pixel layout of the screen in Windows® graphical interface is given below in Figure
11. Note the pixel origin (0,0) is in the upper left corner, hence the movement of objects on
the PC screen up correspond to a pixel movement down, away from the (0,0) origin. Figure
13 illustrates this point. It shows sample data plotted directly from the recorded .csv file.

Figure 14: Microsoft Windows pixel layout
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Figure 15: Tracking experiment force data plot

In Figure 12, the solid parallel lines designate the top and bottom of the target box.
The jagged lines represent the top and bottom of the subject box. The onset of tracking is
indicated along with the rising phase (recall down on the graph is up on the PC screen),
stationary phase, and releasing phase. For the tracking experiment, the issues are more
complex. The onset and reaction time is determined along with the modulated grip force rise,
stationary phase and controlled release from the major maximum force data markers (max
force, max and min slope).
As with the maximum force experiment, the tracking experiment has a start tone and an
end tone for the tracking experiment. After a random delay, the subject hears the start tone
and the target box starts moving. The end tone signals the end of the experiment, when the
target returns to zero. Similar to the maximum force experiment, there is a collection of
unique data derived from the tracking experiment.
4.8

Measurable Data Markers for Tracking
For the tracking experiment, there are two measurable features; 1) grip force, and 2)

the pixel data specifying the position of the target box and the subject box. Table 5 presents
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data unique to the tracking experiment. This table includes features of the target; the 40%
of average maximum force, when it starts moving up, levels off, starts down and the slopes
associated with moving up and down, and, of course, a force value associated with screen
position.
4.9

Onset Time, Release Time & Reaction Time (Derived Measures)
The program starts recording two seconds before the start tone, and the target box

starts at a programmed rise time of four seconds. Hence the speed of rising depends on the
subject’s performance on the maximum force experiments in that the target force is 40% of
the average of the 3 (either right or left hand respectively) maximum forces. Let that target
force be designated, FT, then the slope is FT/4 (lbs/sec), where the lbs are converted to a
pixel value that represents the force value. So the transformed slope actually has slope units
of (pixels/sec) corresponding to  (lbs/sec). Knowing the resolution of the test monitor
allows the normalization of the pixel units to a percentage of maximum. The display resolution
is also recorded by the program as part of the data collection process.
The tracking task uses visual cues as to when to maintain a constant force. The blue
target stops at the top of the screen. It stays fixed in position for 4 secs and then starts to
descend. There is a reaction time associated with the transition from a rising target to the
stationary target and again for the transition from stationary to falling target. The pixel values
were converted to pounds. The onset of response and end of increasing tracking force were
all calculated using the error between target force and the tracking force.
4.10 Maintenance Phase and Force Start and End of Maintenance (Derived
Measures)
Unlike the maximum force experiment, where the maximum force is determined by the
subject’s ability, in the tracking experiment there is a 40% maximum force target at the 6
second mark (2 second delay + 4 second rise time, Figure 15 ). The maintenance phase starts
when the grip force is stable enough to maintain the orange box (controlled by the subject)
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in the blue box (target). Observations show a variety of transition cases related to both the
beginning and end of the maintenance phase. End of maintenance is when the controlled box
starts following the target to release phase.
4.11 Force Finish time (Derived measure)
The time at which the signal returns to baseline levels (close to before the start tone)
determines the finish time. Since the target force is already know, the least error set within
a set threshold percentage of the target force was used to determine the finish time.
4.12 Quality of Tracking
The quality of tracking has several dimensions: the difference between the target force
and the subject’s force and the variability of this distance measure. Furthermore, the subject
is involved in a visual task, that is, keeping the subject box in or touching the target box. As
shown in Figure 15, we have pixel data that allows a calculation to determine the distance
between the target box and subject box in terms of pixels.
The pixel distance is said to have a value of zero (0) if the two boxes intersect or are
touching.

If the intersection is empty, the boxes are not touching, then the distance is

calculated from the two nearest sides of the boxes, a positive distance if the subject box is
above the target box and negative if otherwise. The visual task, by its design, introduces an
uncertainty as to the difference, in force (lbs) between the subject force and target force, this
uncertainty is equal to the height, in pixels, of the target box (the area of intersection). The
height, in pixels, of the subject and target boxes will vary with the resolution of the display
screen. Furthermore, since the 40% average maximum force is different for each experiment,
the pixel height maps into different force values (lbs) for each experiment. This requires that
the pixel values be normalized and that from an analysis point-of-view tracking errors (the
distance between target and subject) and cumulative errors be calculated for both the
normalized pixel data and the recorded force data. While it is reasonable to assume that
these different measures will be highly correlated, both will be included in the preliminary
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analyses and the model building and relationship assessments processes will provide
information as to how each of these will be used in the classification / prediction models. This
is an important step for future use in IOMs, as clinical data collection may occur using a variety
of laptops or other electronic devices.

Figure 16: Cumulative error in pixel vs time

Figure 15 shows a pixel-based error measurement.

The target starts to move at 2

seconds, and between 2 and 6 seconds, the rise time, the subject stays near the target with
occasional overshoots.

Between 6 and 9 seconds the subject keeps his box touching the

target for most of the time. When the target starts down at 9 seconds there is a delay before
the subject responds, reaction time, and then the subject overshoots the target and the
makes adjustments all the way down.
Figure 16 shows the summation of the absolute value of error over the course of the
trial. The value of the cumulative error is yet another measure of tracking quality. Statistical
measures of the error and variability between the target force and subject force was calculated
and can be used as a measure for quality of movement.
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Chapter 5. Results
The participant data are split into two groups based on age:
•

YA – Young Adults (age 18 to 30)

•

OA – Old Adults (age 65 and above).

The total number of data collected in this study are shown in Table 6.
Young Adult (YA)

Trials
Participant Count
Male
Female
Male
Female
No Condtion Condtion No Condtion Condition No Condtion Condtion No Condtion Condition
124
0
82
0
0
492
0
743
Total In Gender
492
743
82
124
Overall Total YA
1235
206
Old Adults (OA)

Trials

Participant Count
Male
Male
Female
Female
No Condtion Condtion No Condtion Condition No Condtion Condtion No Condtion Condition
13
8
8
18
48
48
78
108
Total In Gender
26
156
123
21
Overall Total OA
279
47
Table 6:Break down of data collected

This section will cover the results of force data and its marker. The participants in the
YA group did not have any conditions. Some of the participants in the OA group had conditions
while others did not. Table 2 shows the breakdown.
Since each condition is counted as a separate observation, the number of participants in Table
6

Subject Counts
Sub Total
Grand Total

A

2

CVA

0

CTS

26 (All older adults)

1

ON

Right (N = 4)
WHF
SH
1
0
4

0

EL

0

OO

0

A

1

CVA

0

CTS

0

ON

Left (L = 1)
WHF
0
1

0

SH

0

EL

0

OO

0

A

12

CVA

0

CTS

Table 7: Breakdown of participant count for each condition and hand

4

ON

Both (N = 21)
WHF
SH
2
2
21

0

EL

0

OO

1

is higher than Table 7, since some participants had multiple hand conditions. Markers
extracted from each experiment will be detailed in the following sections.
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5.1.1 Onset Time

Figure 17: Histogram of onset time (in seconds) between male and female with and without condition

Figure 18: Boxplot showing the median and outliers of Onset Time between

The histogram of onset time has been given in Figure 17.The samples at the twosecond mark are samples where the program had difficult time finding the onset point. This
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happens in cases where the participants are gripping the hand dynamometer strongly before
start of the experiment. The boxplot of onset time Figure 18 shows the median and outliers.
Females with a condition tend to show a delayed reaction time compared to females with no
condition . In the male group, a similar trend can be observed from the histogram Figure 17.
5.1.2 Rise Slope

Figure 19: Histogram of Rise Slope (in degrees) between male and female with and without condition

Rise slope in degrees tend to be close to 90°. It’s a very steep slope that happens after
the onset time. There are also other occurrences that are negative or less than 50° because
of misidentified onset time. Onset time is the reference point used to measure the rise slope.
If the onset time is not identified properly, it defaults to the 2-second mark, so that the slope
can still be measured. These measurements end up as outliers.
An example of a measurement with and unidentifiable onset time is shown in Figure
20. The hand dynamometer was gripped hard at the start of the experiment. This data could
have been re-recorded if the data collector had identified this during the verification process.
There were a few cases where the data collector was able to redo the trial and get participants
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accustomed to the experiment process. In other cases (Figure 20), the data collectors did not
notice the error and erroneous data was recorded.

Figure 20: Maximum force data with difficulty to identify onset.

One way overcome human errors during the data collection process is to widen the
average window and threshold values, but this affects the accuracy of markers.
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Figure 21: Boxplot showing the median and outliers of Rise Slope between gender and condition

The data is grouped very close between 80°-90°. The outliers tend to fall past 50° and
rise slope cannot be negative unless they were not identified.
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5.1.3 Start of Maintenance

Figure 22: Histogram of Start of Maintenance (in seconds) between male and female with and without condition

Start of Maintenance occurs any time between onset time and the second tone that
signals the end of the experiment. As shown in Figure 22, maintenance occurs earlier for
females than it does for males without condition, but having a condition does not seem to
show a significant difference in male population compared to female.
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Figure 23: Boxplot showing the median and outliers for Start of Maintenance between gender and condition

From Figure 23, we can see the box plot showing the median for women tend to reflect
the condition. But in case of men, it shows that maintenance occurring later than the group
with condition. Maintenance does not occur until the rise in force becomes stable. And men
tend to have higher grip strength then female. Rise slope can be related to start of
maintenance. Steep rise slope will result in maintenance occurring earlier.
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5.1.4 Force at Start of Maintenance

Figure 24: Histogram of maximum force (in pounds) between male and female with and without condition

Force at start of maintenance is shown in Figure 24. The samples grouped at zero are
the markers that were not identified at the start of maintenance. the grip force at the start of
maintenance is close to maximum force. Maximum force can happen at or near the start of
maintenance.
The boxplot shown in Figure 24 shows that the median force for the group with a
condition have a lower grip force at start of maintenance than the group without condition.
In most cases, start of maintenance happens mostly between the 2.7seconds and 3.5
seconds. During that period, the grip force has not settled and may be still in the rise phase.
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Figure 25: Boxplot showing the median and outliers for Force at Start of Maintenance between gender and
condition

5.1.5 Maintenance Slope
Maintenance slope is calculated from the time and force at the start and end of
maintenance. Figure 26 shows the histogram of maintenance slope between condition and no
condition between both genders. Both genders show a similar trend of declining grip force
during maintenance.
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Figure 26: Histogram of Maintenance (in degrees) between male and female with and without condition

Figure 27: Boxplot showing the median and outliers for Maintenance Slope between gender and condition
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From Figure 27 it is evident that males tend to exhibit a faster decline in grip force
compared to the group without condition. The slope is negative if the force at start of
maintenance is higher than the force at end of maintenance. In the male population without
condition, it can be seen that some decline in the maintenance slope is less steep than the
population with a condition.
5.1.6 Maximum Force

Figure 28: Histogram of maximum force (in pounds) between male and female with and without condition

Figure 28 contains the histogram between male and female with and without condition.
Males tend to have a higher maximum force than females, both for condition and no condition.
Male with no condition exhibiting around 20 pounds is due to age as given in Figure 29. Since
the data was collected in a non-clinical environment, the data was recorded as without
condition as informed by the participant.
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Figure 29: Scatter plot of Maximum force vs Gender

Compared to other markers, the maximum force is always detectable as long as the
experiment was recorded properly and complete.
The boxplot shown in Figure 3 shows that the maximum force for both males and
females is affected by condition. The participants with a condition have a lower median value
than the group without a condition. Since the age group is comprised of 65 years and above,
some participants at higher age group (90+) tend to have a much lower grip force than the
group average (Error: Reference source not found).
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Figure 30: Boxplot showing the median and outliers for Maximum Force between gender and condition

5.1.7 Maximum Force Time
This marker is the time at which the maximum force occurred. Similar to maximum
force, the maximum force time is always identified if the maximum force was recorded. Most
of the maximum force can be seen to occur around 3.5 seconds to 4 second mark. Compared
to most markers, this marker does not have much of a difference between samples with
condition or without condition for both genders. Markers that show maximum force after 7
second mark are where participants exerted a maximum force after they heard the second
tone.
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Figure 31: Histogram of End of Maintenance (in seconds) between male and female with and without condition

Figure 32: Boxplot showing the median and outliers for Maximum Force Time between gender and condition
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5.1.8 End of Maintenance
End of maintenance occurs after the second tone at 5 second mark. End of
maintenance along with start of maintenance determines the maintenance slope. There are a
few samples where the end of maintenance cannot be identified because the participant's grip
pattern keeps changing without settling into a trend. When this occurs, the marker value is
set to 0. These measurements also show up as outliers. In cases where the end of
maintenance was not found, the force at that point is also 0.
Other than the misidentified markers, the box plot shows the points grouped between
7 and 8 second mark.

Figure 33: Histogram of Maximum Force Time (in seconds) between male and female with and without condition
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Figure 34: Boxplot showing the median and outliers for End of Maintenance between gender and condition

5.1.9 Force at End of Maintenance
The end of the experiment is signaled by the second tone. It takes the participants a
few milliseconds to let go of the dynamometer. If the end of maintenance is not identified,
then the value for force defaults to 0. For the female group with condition, there are samples
with less than 10 lbs maximum grip force, and those samples are close to the value of
unidentified marker. In the boxplot, these samples are close to the unidentified markers.
Therefore, they don’t show as outliers.
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Figure 35: Histogram of Force at End of Maintenance (in pounds) between male and female with and without
condition

Figure 36: Boxplot showing the median and outliers for Force at End of Maintenance between gender and condition
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5.1.10 Release Slope
Similar to the rise slope, the release slope is calculated from the end of maintenance
marker. In cases where end of maintenance is not found, then the release slope cannot be
calculated accurately. In such cases, a default value of 0 is set at the 7-second mark, and the
feature extractor program will search for the slope. There are cases where the release slope
may not be smoot

Figure 37: Maximum force plot of a Female 77 year old participant showing peak after release

Such data end up as outliers and show values that are positive. From the histogram shown in
Error: Reference source not found, values higher than -50° the outliers.
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Figure 38: Histogram showing the median and outliers for Release Slope between gender and condition

Figure 39: Boxplot showing the median and outliers for Release Slope between gender and condition
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5.1.11 End of Release

Figure 40: Boxplot showing the median and outliers for End of Release between gender and condition

End of release is when a participant completely lets go of the dynamometer. Unlike
other markers, the end of release is calculated from the end of the experiment. Therefore,
the outliers don’t show as 0. Instead the outliers appear around the 9-second mark.
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Figure 41: Boxplot showing the median and outliers for Complete Release between gender and condition

5.1.12 Tracking Rise Error
This marker is a sum of the error (in pounds) at each sample (200 Hz). Similar to other
markers, rise error also has some misidentified markers. From the histogram in Figure 43, it
can be seen that the misidentified values tend to have a value of more than 5000.
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Figure 42: Boxplot showing Cumulative Rise Error between gender and condition

Figure 43: Histogram for Cumulative Rise Error between gender and condition

Figure 44 has a cutoff value set at 5000 and now the trend in force difference in male
populations with and without condition is much more visible. The cutoff removed about eight
samples.
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Figure 44: Boxplot of Cumulative Rise error with a set cut-off at 5000
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5.1.13 Tracking Maintenance Error

Figure 45: Boxplot showing Cumulative Maintenance Error between gender and condition

Figure 46: Histogram for Cumulative Maintenance Error between gender and condition
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Similar to cumulative rise error, maintenance error also tends to have unidentified markers
above 5000 mark. The misidentified markers were removed by setting a cutoff value of 5000.

Figure 47: Boxplot of Cumulative Maintenance error with a set cut-off of 5000

From Figure 47, it can be seen that males with no condition tend to have larger median
cumulative maintenance error than those with condition. The same observation in the female
group is not as pronounced as in male group.
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5.1.14 Tracking Release Error

Figure 48: Histogram for Cumulative Release Error between gender and condition

Figure 49: Boxplot of Cumulative Release error

With tracking release error, there is not much of a difference that can be observed
between condition and no condition for both genders. The distribution of measurements for
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males with condition tends to have a longer tail, and values above 5000 are misidentified
markers.
5.1.15 Rise Error Root Mean Square Deviation

Figure 50: Histogram of Rise Error Root Mean Square Deviation

During the tracking experiment, when the participants try to catch up with the object
moving up the screen, they tend to follow the object. The overall deviation for most samples,
therefore, will have a negative deviation. There are some misidentified markers with values
above 10 lbs. These are the same samples that stands as outliers in other markers too. Figure
52 is a plot with the cut off set at 5lbs for a detailed look at the data.
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Figure 51: Rise Root Mean Square Deviation

Figure 52: Rise RMSD with a cutoff value of 5lb
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5.1.16 Maintenance Error Root Mean Square Deviation
Maintenance RMSD is the cumulative deviation that the participants applied to the
hand dynamometer compared to what was expected at 40% of their maximum force. In Figure
53 samples that are grouped beyond +/-5lb are the effects of unidentified markers

Figure 53: Histogram of Maintenance Error Root Mean Square Deviation

Figure 54: Maintenance Root Mean Square Deviation with a cut off set above -5lb
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Figure 55: Maintenance Root Mean Square Deviation

Figure 55 is a boxplot with a cutoff set at -5lb to remove the misidentified markers so
that the distribution and median difference can be observed. There is no big difference can
be observed between condition and no condition in both genders for maintenance RMSD.
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5.1.17 Release Error Root Mean Square Deviation

Figure 56: Histogram of Release Error Root Mean Square Deviation

Figure 57: Release Root Mean Square Deviation
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Figure 58: Release RMSD with a cut off set above -5lb

5.2

Testing for Significance
A non-parametric test (Mann-Whitney U Test) was performed on the data since samples

did not satisfy the assumptions required for a parametric test. To use parametric tests, the
distribution should be of a normal distribution. Skewed distributions can be made to fit into a
normal distribution through data transformation. But skewedness along with long tail in
distributions are hard to fit into a normal distribution through data transformation. Therefore
non-parametric tests were performed. Non-parametric tests can be used with any distribution
and based on the test, the requirements can be easily satisfied compared to a parametric
test. Mann-Whitney U Test was performed for hypothesis testing.
During the marker extraction, some of the makers were misidentified due to the nature
of the signal. This was mostly due to human error by the participants not following the
instructions or being distracted. Others were due to technical problems such as operating
system background tasks taking priority over the measurement tasks, causing some data
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points to not be recorded. The misidentified markers were removed, and the exclusion criteria
are listed as listed below:
Onset Time: Value below 2-second mark is excluded since the experiment did not start until
2-second mark.
Start of Maintenance: Value below 2-second mark is excluded since the experiment did not
start until 2-second mark.
Force at Start of Maintenance: Value cannot be 0.
End of Maintenance: Cannot 2 seconds or less, since the experiment started at 2 the 2second mark.
Force at End of Maintenance: Value cannot be 0.
Rise Slope: Value cannot be negative.
Release Slope: Cannot be positive.
Tracking Rise Error: Cannot be more than 5000.
Tracking Maintenance Error: Cannot be more than 5000.
Tracking Release Error: Cannot be more than 5000.
Tracking Rise RMSD: Cannot be more than 5
Tracking Maintenance RMSD: Cannot be more than 5.
Tracking Release RMSD: Cannot be more than 5.

Group Statistics
Male

Female
N

Condition

Track Rise Error Pounds

0
1
Track Maintenance Error
0
Pounds
1
Track Release Error Pounds 0
1
Rise RMSD
0
1
0
Maintenance RMSD
1
0
Release RMSD
1

106
48
105
48
103

Std.
Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
Mean
2059.89 1048.125
101.803
767.400

110.765

1705.49 1086.117

1443.08

105.994

1080.25

720.374

103.977

1889.66 1074.671

105.890

48

1518.10

799.845

115.448

108

-2.1300

1.34002

0.12894

48

-1.3733

0.75931

0.10960

108

-2.7103

2.36890

0.22795

48

-1.4970

1.21512

0.17539

108

-2.1432

1.76699

0.17003

48

-1.3659

0.77633

0.11205

Condition

Track Rise Error Pounds

0
1
Track Maintenance Error
0
Pounds
1
Track Release Error Pounds 0
1
Rise RMSD
0
1
Maintenance RMSD
0
1
0
Release RMSD
1

N
42

Std.
Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
Mean
1640.86
781.461
120.582

74

1673.28

864.142

100.455

44

1241.70

611.334

92.162

76

1142.25

819.431

93.995

45

1586.80

735.781

109.684

75

1598.05

854.964

98.723

45

-0.9678

4.03614

0.60167

77

-1.3424

3.27134

0.37280

46

-0.9459

2.70537

0.39888

75

-1.5779

1.38167

0.15954

45

-1.1928

0.92838

0.13839

75

-1.5655

1.17616

0.13581

Table 8: Group statistics for tracking experiment of each markers and their sample
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Group Statistics
Male
Condition

0
1
StartofMainteneance 0
1
0
ForceAtSOM
1
0
EndOfMaintenance
1
0
ForceAtEOM
1
0
EndofRelease
1
0
MaxForce
1
0
MaxForceTime
1
0
RiseSlope
1
0
MaintenanceSlope
1
0
ReleaseSlope
1
OnsetTime

Female

N

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

102

Mean
2.47951

0.146513

0.014507

45

2.50800

0.181473

0.027052

102

3.1605

0.30075

0.02978

45

3.0899

0.30297

0.04516

103

48.0107

21.87538

2.15544

48

35.8031

18.95295

2.73562

107

7.4998

0.14454

0.01397

44

7.4823

0.17647

0.02660

107

41.3153

22.07281

2.13386

44

36.7987

10.01023

1.50910

108

7.8638

0.30640

0.02948

48

7.8813

0.36194

0.05224

108

52.5732

23.10539

2.22332

48

44.8631

12.15010

1.75372

108

4.0235

1.07332

0.10328

48

4.0632

1.14245

0.16490

104

87.2844

13.06864

1.28149

46

83.1132

29.14340

4.29696

108

-38.4968

44.67622

4.29897

48

-15.3672

50.13983

7.23706

104

-87.0591

6.72887

0.65982

44

-88.7060

3.93661

0.59347

Condition

0
1
StartofMainteneance 0
1
0
ForceAtSOM
1
0
EndOfMaintenance
1
0
ForceAtEOM
1
0
EndofRelease
1
0
MaxForce
1
0
MaxForceTime
1
0
RiseSlope
1
0
MaintenanceSlope
1
0
ReleaseSlope
1
OnsetTime

45

Std.
Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
Mean
2.54456 0.153448 0.022875

N
72

2.60958

0.150861

0.017779

45

3.1078

0.22345

0.03331

72

3.2458

0.20630

0.02431

45

28.3750

11.06999

1.65022

72

28.4912

13.73183

1.61831

45

7.5693

0.15866

0.02365

62

7.5545

0.14807

0.01880

45

23.2378

7.22616

1.07721

62

20.4282

9.64118

1.22443

46

7.9661

0.28384

0.04185

74

8.0001

0.34060

0.03959

46

33.3709

6.82552

1.00637

77

30.7445

11.67043

1.32997

46

3.7182

0.69896

0.10306

77

3.8136

1.24907

0.14234

45

81.3239

29.98013

4.46917

73

82.6259

29.48788

3.45130

46

-41.8816

39.69400

5.85256

77

-41.6370

44.56484

5.07864

42

-88.5188

1.89547

0.29248

71

-88.1793

2.61864

0.31078

Table 9: Group statistics for maximum force experiment of each markers and their sample count

After the exclusion criteria was used to filter off the misidentified markers, MannWhitney U Test was performed. The trial samples were split into two groups based on age.
Group 1 included samples of participants between the ages of 65 and 79. Group 2 included
samples from participants between the ages of 80 and 94. Markers such as maximum force
and other markers based on force are influenced by age as evident from literature and from
plots in the previous section. A 90 year old with no hand condition will have a grip force less
than that of 65 year old with a hand condition.
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Descriptive Statistics (Male, Age 65 - 79, No Condition)
N
Onset Time

81

Range
0.740

Mean
2.46784

Deviation
0.146954

Variance
0.022

Start of Maintenance (SOM)

81

1.61

3.1733

0.31448

0.099

Force At SOM

82

105.19

55.1362

18.38312

337.939

End Of Maintenance (EOM)

84

0.54

7.4777

0.12494

0.016

Force at EOM

84

82.96

48.1812

19.76796

390.772

End of Release

84

1.36

7.8098

0.26011

0.068

Maximum Force

84

76.78

61.1642

18.53040

343.376

Maximum Force Time

84

4.89

4.0663

1.08650

1.180

Rise Slope

82

98.38

88.1757

10.84863

117.693

Maintenance Slope

84

170.73

-42.9437

44.07703

1942.785

Release Slope

82

35.99

-87.5349

6.31379

39.864

Rise RMSD

84

6.06

-2.2568

1.12990

1.277

Maintenance RMSD

84

11.22

-2.8005

2.04556

4.184

Release RMSD

84

8.12

-2.1783

1.43513

2.060

Track Rise Error Pounds

82

3827

2232.91

890.112

792299.561

Track Maintenance Error Pounds

82

3983

1838.80

896.237

803241.122

Track Release Error Pounds

81

3867

2065.00

883.853

781195.625

Table 10: Descriptive Statistics for male participants with no condition between age 65 to 79

Descriptive Statistics (Male, Age 65 - 79, With Condition)
N

Range
0.615

Mean
2.47090

Std.
Deviation
0.160279

Variance
0.026

Onset Time

39

Start of Maintenance (SOM)

39

1.02

3.0579

0.27983

0.078

Force At SOM

42

68.61

38.1305

18.01720

324.620

End Of Maintenance (EOM)

39

0.55

7.4555

0.15365

0.024

Force at EOM

39

46.87

37.3295

10.39760

108.110

End of Release

42

1.07

7.8107

0.29697

0.088

Maximum Force

42

47.22

46.0691

12.41818

154.211

Maximum Force Time

42

4.61

4.0965

1.20402

1.450

Rise Slope

41

170.50

82.7110

30.85933

952.298

Maintenance Slope

42

163.96

-19.8408

49.42926

2443.251

Release Slope

39

5.87

-89.2473

1.16170

1.350

Rise RMSD

42

2.98

-1.3227

0.79572

0.633

Maintenance RMSD

42

6.80

-1.4730

1.26495

1.600

Release RMSD

42

2.83

-1.3178

0.81368

0.662

Track Rise Error Pounds

42

3059

1385.81

803.471

645566.158

Track Maintenance Error Pounds

42

3478

1048.55

743.057

552133.668

Track Release Error Pounds

42

3137

1456.36

834.657

696651.503

Table 11: Descriptive Statistics for male participants with condition between age 65 to 79

Table 10 and Table 11are the descriptive statistics for male participants between the ages 65
and 79. The N value in the table corresponds to the number of trials.
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Descriptive Statistics (Male, Age 80 - 94, No Condition)

Onset Time

21

0.530

2.52452

Std.
Deviation
0.139076

Start of Maintenance (SOM)

21

0.70

3.1114

0.24083

0.058

Force At SOM

21

28.02

20.1871

7.12962

50.832

End Of Maintenance (EOM)

23

0.60

7.5802

0.18207

0.033

Force at EOM

23

21.19

16.2398

5.98635

35.836

End of Release

24

1.23

8.0529

0.38028

0.145

Maximum Force

24

17.62

22.5046

5.61138

31.488

Maximum Force Time

24

4.81

3.8735

1.03402

1.069

Rise Slope

22

91.00

83.9624

19.21091

369.059

Maintenance Slope

24

132.45

-22.9324

44.15484

1949.650

Release Slope

22

34.92

-85.2859

8.00857

64.137

Rise RMSD

24

6.52

-1.6860

1.86605

3.482

Maintenance RMSD

24

9.46

-2.3945

3.29741

10.873

Release RMSD

24

8.10

-2.0204

2.65942

7.073

Track Rise Error Pounds

24

4129

1468.71

1324.194 1753490.998

Track Maintenance Error Pounds

23

4699

1230.17

1522.070 2316696.241

Track Release Error Pounds

22

4812

1244.09

1441.675 2078428.182

N

Range

Mean

Variance
0.019

Table 12: Descriptive Statistics for male participants with no condition between age 80 to 94

Descriptive Statistics (Male, Age 80 - 94, With Condition)
N

Range
0.345

Mean
2.74917

Std.
Deviation
0.118466

Variance
0.014

Onset Time

6

Start of Maintenance (SOM)

6

0.88

3.2975

0.39109

0.153

Force At SOM

6

38.48

19.5111

18.72741

350.716

End Of Maintenance (EOM)

5

0.53

7.6910

0.22148

0.049

Force at EOM

5

12.28

32.6586

5.09727

25.982

End of Release

6

0.95

8.3750

0.41701

0.174

Maximum Force

6

12.08

36.4212

5.04056

25.407

Maximum Force Time

6

1.43

3.8300

0.55402

0.307

Rise Slope

5

7.91

86.4116

4.09988

16.809

Maintenance Slope

6

107.97

15.9477

47.45641

2252.111

Release Slope

5

25.53

-84.4840

11.34162

128.632

Rise RMSD

6

0.67

-1.7274

0.23607

0.056

Maintenance RMSD

6

2.24

-1.6648

0.84834

0.720

Release RMSD

6

0.80

-1.7022

0.28488

0.081

Track Rise Error Pounds

6

372

1844.00

146.984

21604.400

Track Maintenance Error Pounds

6

1387

1302.17

531.965

282986.967

Track Release Error Pounds

6

602

1950.33

211.935

44916.267

Table 13: Descriptive Statistics for male participants with condition between age 80 to 94

Table 12and Table 13are the descriptive statistics for male participants between 80 and 94.
The N value in the table corresponds to the number of trials.
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Descriptive Statistics (Female, Age 65 - 79, No Condition)
N

Range
0.595

Std.
Mean
Deviation
2.56621 0.163880

Variance
0.027

Onset Time

29

Start of Maintenance (SOM)

29

1.07

3.1266

0.24171

0.058

Force At SOM

29

42.24

30.0929

13.07353

170.917

End Of Maintenance (EOM)

29

0.61

7.5610

0.16620

0.028

Force at EOM

29

23.57

25.5213

5.50892

30.348

End of Release

30

1.29

7.9932

0.31750

0.101

Maximum Force

30

19.09

36.7283

4.97017

24.703

Maximum Force Time

30

3.13

3.6670

0.76775

0.589

Rise Slope

29

151.53

77.3570

36.92618

1363.543

Maintenance Slope

30

162.78

-39.8795

45.58542

2078.031

Release Slope

27

10.17

-88.4488

2.06064

4.246

Rise RMSD

30

2.57

-1.4257

0.54244

0.294

Maintenance RMSD

30

2.95

-1.5521

0.62045

0.385

Release RMSD

30

3.37

-1.3376

0.66909

0.448

Track Rise Error Pounds

30

2351

1518.50

523.977

274551.707

Track Maintenance Error Pounds

30

1864

1213.47

417.983

174709.430

Track Release Error Pounds

30

2742

1555.20

586.722

344243.200

Table 14: Descriptive Statistics for female participants with no condition between age 65 to 79

Descriptive Statistics (Female, Age 65 - 79, With Condition)
N

Range
0.680

Std.
Deviation
Mean
2.59522 0.142747

Variance
0.020

Onset Time

67

Start of Maintenance (SOM)

67

1.05

3.2396

0.19975

0.040

Force At SOM

67

55.04

29.8637

13.12245

172.199

End Of Maintenance (EOM)

58

0.66

7.5426

0.13994

0.020

Force at EOM

58

36.33

20.9572

9.71224

94.328

End of Release

71

1.55

7.9796

0.33172

0.110

Maximum Force

72

44.77

31.5941

11.58221

134.148

Maximum Force Time

72

5.61

3.7427

1.23022

1.513

Rise Slope

68

173.67

82.5368

30.54867

933.221

Maintenance Slope

72

167.95

-44.0352

43.95028

1931.627

Release Slope

66

11.68

-88.5767

2.07387

4.301

Rise RMSD

72

10.06

-1.8215

1.43267

2.053
1.697

Maintenance RMSD

72

7.81

-1.5473

1.30252

Release RMSD

72

7.97

-1.5696

1.14350

1.308

Track Rise Error Pounds

71

4395

1681.76

866.275

750432.956

Track Maintenance Error Pounds

72

3565

1071.58

730.456

533565.401

Track Release Error Pounds

71

3605

1564.23

777.302

604198.320

Table 15: Descriptive Statistics for female participants with condition between age 65 to 79

Table 14and Table 15are the descriptive statistics for female participants of age 65 to 79. The
N value in the table corresponds to the number of trials.
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Descriptive Statistics (Female, Age 80 - 94, No Condition)
N

Range

Std.
Mean
Deviation
2.45917 0.052260

Variance
0.003

Onset Time

12

0.190

Start of Maintenance (SOM)

12

0.35

3.0246

0.10554

0.011

Force At SOM

12

9.29

27.4136

3.40184

11.573

End Of Maintenance (EOM)

12

0.54

7.5996

0.14772

0.022

Force at EOM

12

18.45

23.1294

4.61502

21.298

End of Release

12

0.71

7.9096

0.21745

0.047

Maximum Force

12

10.09

29.3814

3.65474

13.357

Maximum Force Time

12

1.59

3.9363

0.54893

0.301

Rise Slope

12

1.70

89.1706

0.47785

0.228

Maintenance Slope

12

67.83

-37.6150

25.53475

652.023

Release Slope

12

0.89

-89.2390

0.26589

0.071

Rise RMSD

11

32.54

0.2476

8.15563

66.514

Maintenance RMSD

12

19.02

0.5400

4.90179

24.028

Release RMSD

11

5.05

-0.8237

1.26921

1.611

8

4138

1880.13

1326.974 1760861.268

Track Maintenance Error Pounds

10

2752

1331.20

1081.535 1169718.844

Track Release Error Pounds

11

4221

1747.18

1130.237 1277435.364

Track Rise Error Pounds

Table 16: Descriptive Statistics for female participants with no condition between age 80 to 94

Descriptive Statistics (Female, Age 80 - 94, With Condition)
N

Range

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Variance

Onset Time

5

0.350

2.80200

0.134239

0.018

Start of Maintenance (SOM)

5

0.63

3.3300

0.29591

0.088

Force At SOM

5

17.30

10.0987

7.16290

51.307

End Of Maintenance (EOM)

4

0.36

7.7275

0.17619

0.031

Force at EOM

4

8.20

12.7583

3.73662

13.962

End of Release

3

0.23

8.4850

0.12379

0.015

Maximum Force

5

6.56

18.5104

2.56460

6.577

Maximum Force Time

5

3.07

4.8350

1.17694

1.385

Rise Slope

5

10.72

83.8375

4.26654

18.203

Maintenance Slope

5

84.32

-7.1023

43.05543

1853.770

Release Slope

5

8.66

-82.9346

3.62272

13.124

Rise RMSD

5

23.37

5.5554

10.16327

103.292

Maintenance RMSD

3

5.96

-2.3118

3.09258

9.564

Release RMSD

3

4.34

-1.4674

2.17942

4.750

Track Rise Error Pounds

3

1926

1472.67

963.335

928014.333

Track Maintenance Error Pounds

4

3267

2414.25

1371.781 1881782.917

Track Release Error Pounds

4

4120

2198.50

1850.590 3424683.667

Table 17: Descriptive Statistics for female participants with condition between age 80 to 94

Table 16 and Table 17are the descriptive statistics for female participants between the ages
of 80 and 94. The N value in the table corresponds to the number of trials.
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Age Group

Independent Samples Mann-Whitney U Test
Male
Female
65 - 79
80 - 94
65 - 79
80 - 94

Onset Time
Start of Maintenance (SOM)
Force At SOM
End Of Maintenance (EOM)
Force at EOM
End of Release
Maximum Force
Maximum Force Time
Rise Slope
Maintenance Slope
Release Slope
Rise RMSD
Maintenance RMSD
Release RMSD
Track Rise Error Pounds
Track Maintenance Error Pounds
Track Release Error Pounds

0.672
0.085
000
0.131
0.008
0.581
000
0.864
0.027
0.002
0.829
000
000
000
000
000
0.001

.002
.239
.887
.380
.000
.143
.000
.781
.694
.143
.047
.230
.174
.129
.230
.090
.045

.202
.003
.430
.537
.012
.730
.005
.636
.035
.628
.588
.509
.093
.394
.938
.018
.778

.000
.064
.000
.212
.004
.004
.000
.104
.001
.104
.000
.583
.448
.659
.776
.240
.949

Table 18: Hypothesis testing of markers for different age groups.

5.3

Machine learning results
For machine learning, Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio (Azure ML), a free

machine-learning tool (https://studio.azureml.net/) was used. The prediction problem was
treated as a binary classification problem because the outcome is either condition or no
condition. Therefore, all the available binary classifiers offered by the Azure ML Studio were
tested. Two-Class Decision Jungle (Shotton et al., 2013) was found to have the best
prediction for the collected data. The training scoring and evaluation of the trained model
were all tested with k-fold cross-validation (10 folds) provided by the Azure ML toolset. Six
select markers were

used

in

the

training and

model

creation. The

markers

are

as

follows: Maximum Force, Onset Time, Maintenance RMSD, Tracking Rise Error Pounds, Force
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at End of Maintenance and Rise RMSD. The markers were selected by running a Chi Squared
method which is available as a filter-based feature selection tool. The filter-based feature
selection helps in identifying the markers in the input dataset that have the greater predictive
power using statistics tests.

Table 19: Evaluation results from Azure ML Studio to classify ability and disability using markers

The evaluation results shown in Table 19 was taken from Azure ML Studio. The Two-Class
Decision Jungle algorithm has a prediction accuracy of 0.776 with the six markers that scored
the highest in Chi Squared test against the condition variable. The number of desired features
of a Chi Squared test is set by the user. Selecting a greater number of markers did not
contribute to a greater predictive power. The Area Under the Curve (AUC) of 0.803 shows
that the prediction model is good and not obtained by chance [51]
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Chapter 6. Discussion
These force studies examined different markers extracted for maximum and submaximum force levels. The purpose of this study is to determine if the markers extracted in
different force tasks can be used to classify ability and disability in participants with
reasonable accuracy. The observations from the data used to create the machine learning
model to do the classifications are discussed in the upcoming sections.

Sample Distribution

Figure 59Sample size (trials) per age, gender and condition.

A total of 206 young adults and 47 older adults participated in this study. The young
adults did not have any condition. Therefore, the young age group (age 18 to 30) was not
used in this study. Of the 47 older adults, 26 were male (18 with a condition and 8 with no
hand condition), and 21 were female (8 with a condition and 13 with no hand condition). For
model creation, each trial was treated as a separate sample. As seen in Figure 1, the age
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distribution is not even throughout condition for each gender. Given the span of age samples
range from 65 to 94, the samples were grouped to age groups of 65 to 79 (old adults) and
80 to 94 (old-old adults) (an age span of 14 years in each group). This gives enough samples
to run hypothesis testing on the data.
The markers and their observed differences from the results section will be discussed in the
upcoming sections.
The two age groups compared here are old and old-old. Old being 65 to 79 years and
the old-old group are from 80 to 95 years old. The number of samples in the old-old group
was about 5 to 12 samples which translates to one or two participants. There are not enough
samples to interpret the results of the old-old group.
Onset Time
Onset time is measured starting at the 2-second mark of the experiment. Reaction
time is calculated by subtracting the experiment start time (2-second). We observed a more
significant difference in reaction time between people with a condition and those without a
condition in the old-old group than the old group. This outcome was as expected due to aging
Rise and Release Slopes
The rise and release slopes give an insight into the speed at which the force is formed.
There were differences observed in the force’s slopes. A steeper slope can be observed with
the groups without hand condition than the group with the condition. The effect of aging can
also be observed here where the difference in force formation is more pronounced in the oldold group.
SOM and EOM
SOM for the old male group did not show much difference compared to the old-old
group of males. However, the number of samples in the old-old group is insufficient to make
a conclusion. For the female old and old-old groups, the observation is consistent with the
delayed onset of SOM.
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Regarding EOM, there was not much difference observed between age groups and within age
groups.
Force at SOM, EOM and Maintenance Slope
Maintenance slope is derived from SOM and EOM. The force at SOM for old males with
no condition has a pronounced declining force profile when compared to the group with a
condition. A similar trend was also observed for the old-old group with no condition, but not
in the old-old with condition group.
Maximum Force and Maximum Force Time
The maximum force for all age groups and gender were different, with the groups with
no condition exhibiting higher force values than the group with a condition. The old-old male
group did not show this pattern, but given the sample size, it cannot be taken as significant.
Maximum force time was observed to have occurred close to the start of maintenance.
There was not a significant difference between the groups with and without condition with
regards to when the maximum force was reached.
Tracking Errors and their RMSD values
While the tracking rise error gives an absolute error measurement, the RMSD value
gives the difference in the force trajectory between the target and the control box. Rise and
Release RMSD values were negative for all age group and gender. The difference in RMSD
values between the condition and no condition group can be seen since the value is more
negative. Checking with the p-values from the Mann-Whitney test, a significant difference
was found for the old male group for all tracking tasks. However, with other gender and age
groups, the values were not consistent. This can be due to the sample size for the male oldold group. Moreover, for the female old and old-old groups, the difference in mean can be
identified, but since the Mann-Whitney test is more representative of the change in the
median, another test (such as student t-test) may prove a statistical significance than MannWhitney test.
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Machine Learning
With machine learning, only six markers were picked out of the 17 markers explored in
this study. Since the goal of this study is to classify ability and disability, the six markers were
enough to have reasonable accuracy. Adding more markers to the training data did not
improve the accuracy of the model. This does not mean that the markers are of no value, but
instead may not be contributing to this classification problem. The broader scope of this study
is IOM where a model can be created to predict functional scores from the clinical measures.
Functional scores are nominal usually nominal scales. The markers that were not used in
making the model in this study can still be potentially used for functional measures.
Microsoft Azure Machine Learning (ML) Studio was used for running the machine learning
experiments. The problem was treated as a binary classification. Of all the seventeen markers,
six of the markers were used in training and model creation. A two-class decision
jungle (Shotton et al., 2013) model was found to have the best prediction for the collected
data. The training, scoring, and evaluation of the trained model were all tested with k-fold
cross-validation (using ten folds). The features were selected using two-way Chi-Squared test
by measuring how close the expected and actual results were. Chi-Squared performs better
than other correlation methods when working with non-parametric and categorical data.
A two-class decision tree is an underlying tree model for decision making. A typical
decision tree made up by decision nodes, chance node, and end nodes. A decision node is
where a requirement is set for the outcome of the input value. Chance node is created when
there are no requirements set for a decision node. Moreover, the end node is where the result
of the branch is set which is a Boolean value. A decision tree can be configured by setting up
the number of leaves (end node) per tree, and minimum samples required per leaf node. In
case of a boosted decision tree, we can configure the total number of the decision tree to be
created in an ensemble which can work together and give a better prediction. However, the
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decision tree has its limitations such as having a limitation in handling missing values and
with data in which the features have large distance relation.
Decision forest overcomes the limitations of a decision tree by using ensemble model.
Unlike boosted decision tree where trees are also created in ensemble mode, in decision
forest, each tree uses a random set of features from the given input. Decision tree and forest
performs better with non-parametric data, which is the type of data we have in this study.
A much better accurate mode can be created using decision jungle. It is as extension
of the decision tree, but with a different type of relationship between nodes. Unlike decision
forest, which shares similar traits of a decision tree, a decision jungle uses a directed acyclic
graph (DAG). Figure 1 shows the decision tree and DAG topology.

Figure 60: On the left, we have a decision tree, and on the right, we have a DAG
DAG are nodes connected in a directional flow and the data flowing through the nodes
will never encounter the same node during its flow. Compared to decision forest and tree,
decision jungle can perform feature selection and classification even when noisy data or
missing data is fed in. Therefore decision jungle was selected to doing the classification model.
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Figure 61: ROC Curve for the model tested

The performance of a binary classifier can be observed through a Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve. ROC curve is a plot between True Positive Rate (TPR) and True
Negative Rate (TNR). TPR is also called sensitivity or probability of detection and TNR is also
known as specificity. To quantify the details of the classification results, we look into the
confusion matrix and its elements. A confusion matrix is created with True Positive (TP), True
Negative (TN), False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN).
TP =28

FN = 20

FP = 15 TN = 93
Table 20: Confusion matrix for the model tested
From the elements of the confusion matrix, the other performance measures are
derived from scoring the results of binary classifiers. Accuracy is calculated by the sum of TP
and TN over the sum of all elements of the confusion matrix. Here we get an accuracy of
0.776 with a precision of 0.651.
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Area Under the Curve (AUC) is the area under the ROC curve. In Figure 2, the diagonal
line represents the AUC value of 0.5. Moreover, the plotted AUC for the model created in this
study was 0.73. AUC of 0.5 specifies the prediction is as good as a random guess, and a value
of 1 is a

prediction that is 100% accurate. The value closer to 1, the better

the prediction results are.
With an accuracy of 0.776, the created model is capable of classifying hand condition
to a reasonable accuracy. This technique of using markers to build classifiers can be further
expanded to train a multiclass classifier to predict functional measures. Functional measure
scored by a therapist will be used as in input to the training data similar to the condition used
in this study. If the results presented here were to be performed in a clinical setting, the
accuracy could be much higher. The condition label was recorded during data collection from
what the participant informed to the data collector. In a clinical setting, a therapist can
evaluate the participant before data collection can begin and reduce the chances of
mislabeling the data.
There are a couple of different ways the extracted features can be used in classifying
the condition. One, by using all the features in training a model and two, by selecting only
the features that contribute towards better classification. Features that do not contribute
towards improving accuracy will either make subtle changes to the accuracy or affect the
performance negatively. Also, features that do not show significance in a hypothesis testing
can still contribute towards improving the accuracy of other features.
Biasing was observed when age was used as one of the markers. Biasing is a
phenomenon that happens due to erroneous assumptions. In this study, the age for the
collected samples was distributed in a way that conditions can be easily tracked to the age
number. An example would be, If there is only one person in the collected sample of age 72
and female has a condition, and there is no other person of same age and gender were in the
training data and, more samples are distributed ( based on age and gender) in a similar way,
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then biasing happens. In such cases, the learning algorithm will create models purely based
on the value of age and gender and will ignore other markers.
Therefore, the technique of removing specific markers that were biasing and other
markers that did not contribute towards the accuracy was removed for the model creation.
Those markers may not be useful for classifying ability and disability, but these unused
markers can be useful in functional measures for a future study.
For feature selection, the Chi-Squared test was performed to pick the best feature.
The Chi-Squared score is calculated as how far the results are from the expected value.
Internally, the samples are grouped into two categories, condition, and no condition. Then,
the marker is compared against each marker in both categories. Unlike p-value, the higher
the score, the expected value is far from the same category. There were four other correlation
techniques were also tried, and their results are given below.
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Pearson Correlation
Feauture

Gender
Force at EOM
Maximum Force
End Of Maintenance
Force at SOM
Tracking Maintenance Error (Pounds)
Start RMSD
Maintenance RMSD
Cummulative Tracking Error Pounds
Onset Time
Release RMSD
Track Release Error Pounds
End of Release
Track Start Error Pounds
Track Riseerror Pounds
Maintenance Slope
Age
Rise RMSD
Rise Slope
Track Complete Release Error Pounds
Complete Release RMSD
Start of Mainteneance
Release Slope
Maximum Force Time
Hand

Score
0.31781
0.3162
0.27734
0.26034
0.24585
0.23158
0.22811
0.17152
0.15461
0.14334
0.14089
0.12556
0.12362
0.12291
0.09552
0.0869
0.07458
0.06985
0.05734
0.0477
0.04547
0.03311
0.01323
0.01042
0.00398

Kendall Correlation
Feauture

Gender
Force at EOM
Track Maintenance Error Pounds
Start RMSD
Maximum Force
Force at SOM
Maintenance RMSD
Rise Slope
Track Riseerror Pounds
Onset Time
Cummulative Tracking Error Pounds
Track Start Error Pounds
Rise RMSD
End of Maintenance
Track Release Error Pounds
Release RMSD
Age
Start of Mainteneance
End of Release
Maximum Force Time
Maintenance Slope
Release Slope
Track Complete Release Error Pounds
Complete Release RMSD
Hand

Score
0.31781
0.21742
0.20948
0.20057
0.19456
0.18657
0.1849
0.15233
0.15184
0.14817
0.13876
0.13296
0.12158
0.09592
0.08866
0.08762
0.0833
0.08113
0.07327
0.06768
0.06434
0.04831
0.03303
0.02467
0.00398

Table 21: Correlation score for the markers using Pearson and Kendall correlation.
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Spearman Correlation
Feauture

Gender
Force at EOM
Track Maintenance Error Pounds
Start RMSD
Maximum Force
Force at SOM
Maintenance RMSD
Rise Slope
Track Rise Error Pounds
Onset Time
Cummulative Tracking Error Pounds
Rise RMSD
Track Start Error Pounds
End of Maintenance
Track Release Error Pounds
Release RMSD
Start of Mainteneance
Age
End of Release
Maximum Force Time
Maintenance Slope
Release Slope
Track Complete Release Error Pounds
CompleteRelease RMSD
Hand

Score
0.31781
0.26508
0.25608
0.2452
0.23782
0.22807
0.22605
0.18623
0.1856
0.18017
0.16963
0.14864
0.13355
0.11651
0.10837
0.10712
0.09881
0.09844
0.08936
0.08265
0.07866
0.05906
0.04036
0.03016
0.00398

Fisher Score
Feauture

Gender
ForceAtEOM
Maximum Force
End of Maintenance
Force at SOM
Track Maintenance Error Pounds
Start RMSD
Maintenance RMSD
Cummulative Tracking Error Pounds
Onset Time
Release RMSD
Track Release Error Pounds
End of Release
Track Start Error Pounds
Track Rise Error Pounds
Maintenance Slope
Age
Rise RMSD
Rise Slope
Track Complete Release Error Pounds
CompleteRelease RMSD
Start of Mainteneance
Release Slope
Maximum Force Time
Hand

Table 22: Correlation score for the markers using Spearman and Fisher score.

Score
0.112352
0.111091
0.083323
0.072705
0.064333
0.056667
0.054889
0.03031
0.024489
0.020978
0.020253
0.016017
0.01552
0.015338
0.009207
0.007609
0.005593
0.004903
0.003299
0.00228
0.002071
0.001098
0.000175
0.000109
0.000016
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Chi Squared
Feauture

Age
MaxForce
ForceAtEOM
OnsetTime
StartRMSD
ForceAtSOM
TrackRiseerrorPounds
GenderInt
EndOfMaintenance
TrackMaintenanceErrorPounds
MaintenanceRMSD
MaxForceTime
RiseSlope
CummulativeTrackingErrorPounds
RiseRMSD
StartofMainteneance
ReleaseRMSD
TrackReleaseErrorPounds
TrackCompleteReleaseErrorPounds
ReleaseSlope
MaintenanceSlope
EndofRelease
CompleteReleaseRMSD
TrackStartErrorPounds
Hand_Int

Score
96.95914
44.60275
42.51377
39.83264
33.12664
29.37178
28.8262
28.18005
20.90274
20.88325
20.25209
19.12614
17.20862
15.19748
13.37354
13.19718
12.8868
10.72054
9.878931
9.554499
9.121247
6.882284
5.088256
4.977166
0.004416

Table 23: Chi-Squared score for the markers.

The threshold is picked at the best accuracy by the learning models. Given below is an
image representation of how the threshold is set for our model. Setting the value too high or
too low (0.8 or 0.2) will lead to giving up either sensitivity or specificity. A threshold value of
0.5 gives the maximum accuracy within this case with the highest precession.
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Figure 62: Threshold selection.

With the Boston group [1] the feature was created by segmenting the data. The
segmentation was done using the time stamp on the accelerometer data. Other than an
accelerometer, the study also used a capacitance touch sensor to create reference markers
for task completion. The segmented data which are were treated as features by themselves
are just raw sensor values. In our study, the markers by themselves are interpretable by a
trained clinician. The markers are not raw sensor values but meaningful data. This helps the
therapist in designing a very effective exercise regime for the patient who might be lacking
in certain marker performance.
The condition or no condition label was self-reported by the participants. Some of the
participants have either gone through therapy at some point or aware of an existing hand
condition. It is possible that some participants might not have been aware of their condition.
Some participants could have self-reported as healthy while they would have considered the
discomfort as an effect of aging and not as a condition.
Given the possibility of mislabeled data, an accuracy of 77% is reasonably good. Also,
in this study age was not used as a marker due to the distribution and biasing. Since the age
range spans from 65 to 94 years old, and with age, the grip force is known to degrade
significantly, we could have gotten a higher accuracy if this study were to use age as a marker.
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Much higher accuracy can be achieved if this study were to be conducted in a clinical setting
where the participants can be evaluated by a therapist and have an accurately labeled data.
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Chapter 7. Summary and Future Work
7.1

Summary
In this study, a Vernier hand dynamometer was used to record the time varying signals.

Markers were extracted from the time varying signal. The identified markers were then able
to classify ability and disability successfully. This study also shows that a Vernier dynameter
has the potential to contribute more towards clinical measures in the form of markers and the
ability to be used alongside machine learning tools to further assist therapist.
7.2

Future Work
There is room for improvement of this study. If this study is done in a clinical setting

with a therapist to asses both clinical and functional measure can help in further improving
the machine learning accuracy. As part of the marker, the time of injury and their level of
recovery when participating in the experiment can further improve accuracy. One limitation
of this study is the sample distribution over age. If a future study were to be conducted in a
clinical setting, it could give us the ability to specify the number samples required for each
age group and have a much more detailed analysis of the markers using statistical tools.
There is a little known research in the area IOM. Traditional instruments used for clinical
measures provide only a selected single measurement, such as force or range of motion, but
with instrumented tools such as the Vernier hand dynamometer used in this study, clinicians
can now measure the entire grip profile. Furthermore, the quality of movements (QOM) can
easily be observed and recorded with IOM. A few instrumented tools were designed which has
been subjected to the feasibility study.
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Figure 63: Forearm Supination Pronation measurement using an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) with a game

The flight game (Figure 1) designed for the IMU was called Serious Rehab Games (SRG).
SRG’s are games that have a purpose other than entertainment, in this case as a therapeutic
tool.

Figure 64: Wringer mounted to a table designed for measuring flexion extension force
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Figure 65: Modified Groove Pegboard (left) and Groove Pegboard from Lafayette Instruments (right)

The images of instrumented tools were designed, and the software (games) given
above were developed in the Enabling Technologies Lab and tested with the help of ARM Lab
under Dr. Conti and Dr. Erlandson’s guidance. These devices, similar to the current study may
yield valuable markers that can contribute towards improvement in clinical tools.
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Appendix C
A Convolution Neural Network (CNN) was used to test the data with deep learning method.
In order to use CNN, the data had to be converted to image from a time series. The conversion
was done using the Gramian Angular Field (GAF) [2].

Figure 66: Time series converted to GAF. Different dimensions listed.

Keras was used with Tensor Flow in the backend. Keras is a top-level library that standardizes
the API name for different back end frameworks. The accuracy was not as expected when
using deep learning, and this is because of CNN. In order to properly create models with GAF,
Tiled CNN is the proper method to train this data.

Using TensorFlow backend.
Found 156 images belonging to 2 classes.
Found 24 images belonging to 2 classes.
Found 60 images belonging to 2 classes.
_________________________________________________________________
Epoch 1/10
- 5s - loss: 7.6991 - acc: 0.4500 - val_loss: 6.0113 - val_acc: 0.6250
Epoch 2/10
- 2s - loss: 6.4121 - acc: 0.6000 - val_loss: 6.0113 - val_acc: 0.6250
Epoch 3/10
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- 2s - loss: 8.0151 - acc: 0.5000 - val_loss: 6.0113 - val_acc: 0.6250
Epoch 4/10
- 2s - loss: 5.0540 - acc: 0.6847 - val_loss: 6.0113 - val_acc: 0.6250
Epoch 5/10
- 2s - loss: 6.4121 - acc: 0.6000 - val_loss: 6.0113 - val_acc: 0.6250
Epoch 6/10
- 2s - loss: 6.4121 - acc: 0.6000 - val_loss: 6.0113 - val_acc: 0.6250
Epoch 7/10
- 2s - loss: 8.8166 - acc: 0.4500 - val_loss: 6.0113 - val_acc: 0.6250
Epoch 8/10
- 2s - loss: 6.4121 - acc: 0.6000 - val_loss: 6.0113 - val_acc: 0.6250
Epoch 9/10
- 2s - loss: 10.4197 - acc: 0.3500 - val_loss: 6.0113 - val_acc: 0.6250
Epoch 10/10
- 2s - loss: 5.6106 - acc: 0.6500 - val_loss: 6.0113 - val_acc: 0.6250
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The goal of this research is to improve the process of rehabilitation. Improving the
tools used in therapy can help reduce costs and save time for the patient and the therapist
by giving valuable insight into the progress of the therapeutic process. Combining therapeutic
tools

with

cognitive

tools

such

as

machine

learning

can

assist

a

therapist

in

determining/predicting functional ability and help patients keep track of their progress.
The long-term goal for instrumented outcome measures (IOM) development is to use
the captured clinical data with analytics to predict a functional score. The process starts by
selecting what type of measure (grip, flexion/extension, balance, walk, etc.) is to be predicted
or categorized as “normal” or “not normal/condition”. Then we determine the type of
sensor(s) that will facilitate the measurements and the placement of the sensor(s). The
performance observed for a functional measure is determined from the time-varying signals
recorded for each task (gripping, flexion, extension, gait, etc.), either from collected data or
mathematically derived from the collected data.
In this research, an off-the-shelf hand dynamometer (made by Vernier) was used to
collect hand grip data from 253 participants: 206 young adults of ages 18–30 and 47 older
adults of ages 65 and above. The data was collected from two experiments. The maximum
force experiment involved strongly gripping the dynamometer for a certain period of time,
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and the tracking experiment involved gripping the dynamometer to manipulate a moving
block on a computer screen. Various markers related to the grip characteristics were extracted
from the data.
The extracted markers were (1) examined through descriptive statistics and (2) fed
into machine learning algorithms (using Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio). Different
learning models were developed and evaluated for their performance in predicting ability vs.
disability from both individual markers and combinations of markers.
We were able to create a classifier model using the IOM process described in this
research. The classifier can predict the presence or absence of a hand condition based on the
training data that was extracted from markers. In addition to their use in machine learning,
these markers can also provide useful information to a therapist that helps him/her develop
an optimized exercise regime for a patient’s clinical intervention.
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